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Abstract: The stability and erosion of natural and man-made slopes is influenced by soil-vegetationatmosphere interactions and the thermo-hydro-mechanical slope conditions. Understanding such
interactions at the source of slope mass-wasting is important to develop land-use planning strategy
and to promote environmentally adapted mitigation strategies, such as the use of vegetation to
stabilize slopes and control erosion. Monitoring is essential for calibrating and validating models
and for better comprehending the physical mechanisms of soil-vegetation-atmosphere interactions.
We approached this complex problem by means of an experimental work in a full-scale monitored
embankment, which is divided into four instrumented partitions. These partitions are North or
South-faced and present a bare and vegetation cover at each orientation. Our main findings show
that vegetation enhances rainfall infiltration and decreases runoff, which reduces slope stability
and surficial erosion, while plant transpiration induces higher suctions and hence slope stability.
Concerning thermal aspects, vegetation reduces the incidence of net solar radiation and consequently
heat flux. Thus, daily temperature fluctuations and evaporation decreases. However, the effect of
vegetation in the development of dryer soil conditions is more significant than the orientation effect,
presenting higher drying rates and states at the North-vegetated slope compared to the South-bare
slope.
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1. Introduction
Slope mass-wasting induced by erosion and slope failures has become, in the past
decade, one of the most important environmental problems in present and forthcoming
semi-arid regions [1]. This geomorphological process has many direct and indirect socioeconomic consequences such as loss of agricultural and forest lands, reduction of reservoir
capacity by sedimentation, damage to infrastructures and hazard related fatalities [2–5].
All these impacts may be a limitation for the sustainable development of human society.
Therefore, the understanding of the processes leading to slope mass-wasting is crucial.
One of the main mechanisms pointed out as responsible of the triggering of slope failures
is the reduction of soil shear strength due to increase in pore water pressure during heavy
rainfall [6–10]. On the other hand, rainfall energy is known to be the principal cause of soil
erosion on bare land, when the soil lacks a protective vegetation cover [11]. There is also a
strong concern about the effect of the current climate change on slope mass-wasting, since
recent studies have shown increases of extreme precipitation events after more intense
droughts [11–14].
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The adoption of traditional engineering measures to prevent landslides and slope
erosion can be costly, unsustainable and difficult to construct. Alternatively, solutions based
on the use of vegetation on the surface of the slope, whether natural or man-made, provide
sustainable and environment-friendly measures at a relative low cost [15,16]. Slope erosion
is related to the characteristics of surface water flow, the hydrologic surface conditions,
soil texture and the slope gradient and cover, among others [17,18]. Vegetation cover
reduces rainfall energy by protecting the soil surface from rainfall drops and intercepting
runoff, which decreases soil erosion [19]. In addition, plant roots can reinforce the soil due
to root tensile strength, which increases the soil shear strength and consequently slope
stability [20–22]. Adequate design of such solutions requires accounting for multiple soilvegetation-atmosphere interactions [23–27], such as rainfall canopy interception, protection
from both raindrop impact and solar radiation, changes in infiltration/runoff mechanisms,
evapotranspiration, and root soil reinforcement [20,28–32], among others. The balance
between solar, atmospheric and heat fluxes at ground surface plays an important role as it
controls the evaporation rates [33] and thus the suction in the soil. This effect is patent on
bare ground where soil heat inflow can be half of the net solar radiation [34] but is known to
be reduced in vegetated ground [35,36]. There are, however, few quantitative experimental
evidences of the effect of vegetation on ground temperature. Slope orientation is another
factor controlling the net solar radiation entering in the soil.
On the other hand, water uptake by roots is responsible for suction increase at depth
while root growth and penetration modify soil permeability. Gain in suction due to
root water uptake enhances soil shear strength and consequently slope stability [37–42].
Results concerning the effect of plants on soil permeability are more diverging and depend
on the type of vegetation, root architecture and ageing. Depending on the conditions,
authors report lower [43–45] or higher [46–51] water infiltration in vegetated soils.
Only a few studies are available on full-scale experiments that monitor the soilvegetation-atmosphere interactions in a comprehensive way over a long time period
(e.g., [52–54]). Therefore, with the perspective to provide quantitative data on the relative
effect of vegetation and atmosphere conditions, this work presents results from a large-scale
experiment purposely built to monitor thermo-hydraulic variables over a long period of
time and exposed to site climatic actions.
2. Methods
2.1. Site, Embankment and Monitoring Description
The experimental embankment was built at the end of 2016 at the site of Parc UPC
Agròpolis (41◦ 170 18” N 2◦ 020 35” E), located 20 km southwest from Barcelona, Spain.
The embankment is 18 m long, 12 m wide, 2.5 m high and has 3H:2V slopes (34
degrees); it consists of four instrumented partitions with different slope orientations and
covers: North not Vegetated (NnV), North Vegetated (NV), South not Vegetated (SnV) and
South Vegetated (SV). In each partition, thermo-hydraulic variables are monitored within
a shallow soil layer of 50–70 cm thickness, wrapped into an impervious polyethylene
geomembrane to avoid water transfer with other partitions. The soil used is a silty sand
with a large part of coarse-grained particles. A complete description of the monitoring
set-up, soil properties and laboratory tests can be found in Oorthuis (2018) [55]. Figure 1
shows details of the North-facing partitions.
The monitoring of the slopes includes 56 sensors installed at four vertical profiles.
They record 114 variables at different depths each 5 min: volumetric water content (VWC),
matric suction (Sm), pore water pressure, temperature, heat flux, and electrical conductivity.
In addition, measurements of air temperature, relative humidity, and barometric pressure
are recorded above each partition (at 9.5 cm height). Wind velocity and direction are
measured at 15 cm height above the soil. The same variables are monitored on the top
of the embankment by a standard meteorological station including a tipping bucket rain
gauge of 0.2 mm resolution and a total solar radiation sensor located at 180 cm above soil
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surface. Finally, sensors to measure net solar radiation have been installed at 55 cm above
ground level in the direction parallel to the slope at both North and South bare slopes.

Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the embankment looking towards the North-faced slope and (b) schematic distribution of
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The monitoring of the slopes includes 56 sensors installed at four vertical profiles.
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Analysis of water content variation is further supported by the monitoring of Sm
From a general point of view, VWCs exhibit lower values in the vegetated than
in the
(negative water potential), which is the driving variable for water flow within the soil
non-vegetated
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of
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They
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higher
and is related to VWC by the soil-water retention curve. Sm ranges between 10 kPa and and

quicker increments during rainfall events. This applies to all sensors, with the exception
of the shallowest one (−6 cm depth), where all VWC series present similar variations over
the whole period (see comment below). These results highlight, on the one hand, higher
infiltration rates at the vegetated slopes and, thus, lower runoff. On the other hand, they
point out that, whatever the slope orientation, drying is higher in the vegetated than in
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1 MPa in the non-vegetated slopes and between 10 kPa and 100 MPa in the vegetated
ones. 10 kPa is the air entry potential of the largest pores in the ceramic discs of the sensor
and corresponds to the lower limit of sensor measurement range, it can be reasonably
interpreted as indicating soil quasi-saturation. In the upper range, measurements present
large oscillations, particularly for values higher than 3 MPa. This is a consequence of the
moisture characteristic curve of sensor porous ceramic, characterized by large variations of
matric suction under small changes in water content for suctions higher than 3 MPa [64].
In any case, suction measurements exhibit higher values and variations in the vegetated
than in the non-vegetated slopes, which corroborates the measurements of water content
and consistently support the in-depth effect of plants transpiration.
Regarding infiltration, both suction and water content measurements present faster
recovery after rainfall events in the vegetated slope, whatever the slope orientation is.
VWC and Sm records show that the instrumented soil layer gets saturated at all depths
during the most intense rainfalls, while water only percolates into the shallowest layer
during the low intensity ones. Comparison of time series monitored at sensors located
along the same vertical profile indicates moreover an attenuation of VWC changes and
suction drops with depth, which is consistent with the process of water transport in the
layer.
These results can be favorably contrasted with other works on vegetation effect, which
highlight the importance of root content and morphology. Since the shallow layer is quickly
dried to low water content during periods without rainfall, plants are forced to develop
roots at higher depths [63,65]. As root growth generates in-depth fissures and preferential
paths, the hydraulic conductivity is enhanced in the corresponding layer [49,63,65–67],
which causes a faster hydraulic response [67]. The latter is clearly illustrated in Figure 3a,b
where the points corresponding to depths greater than 6 cm are located above the line of
equal changes of water contents in vegetated and non-vegetated slopes.
A striking result concerns the similarity existing between VWC measurements at 6cm
depth, whatever the slope is vegetated or not (see Figures 2 and 3a,b). Suction has not
been measured at this depth, but, since water content is related to suction by the retention
curve of the soil, it is also expected that suction values, and thus hydraulic gradients
between soil surface and 6 cm depth, are similar in the two types of slope covers. This
reasoning supports the existence of higher soil permeability in the vegetated slopes. In fact,
the higher infiltration evidenced by the quicker saturation of the vegetated layer during
rainfall cannot be explained by an increase of hydraulic gradients at slope surface. This is
consistent with the existence of preferential water paths through macropores created by
root growth mentioned before.
A cross-comparison between vegetation and orientation effect is finally provided
by Figure 3e. It depicts the correlation between changes in water content in the North
vegetated and the South non-vegetated slopes. Data are mostly above the bisecting line,
indicating that drying is higher in the North slope despite of its orientation. This result
states the prominent effect of vegetation transpiration on slope orientation.
In conclusion, the study quantitatively confirms that vegetation globally increases
the amount of water transfer between the soil and the atmosphere, regardless of the slope
orientation and the period of the year. Insights provided by measurements of water content
and suction variations at different depths allow moreover to forward mechanisms for
the increase in water transfer: evapotranspiration in periods of drying, and enhanced
permeability by in-depth root penetration in periods of infiltration. It is worth noting that
the study covers a wide range of solar radiation values, as data were collected during
different seasons.
3.2. Thermal Aspects
Five minute period time series of soil temperatures monitored at the SnV, SV, NnV and
NV slopes are shown in Figure 4 (December 2017–April 2020), together with the maximum
and minimum daily temperature measured at 9.5 cm above the surface. SVC evolution
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Five minute period time series of soil temperatures monitored at the SnV, SV, NnV
and NV slopes are shown in Figure 4 (December 2017–April 2020), together with the maximum and minimum daily temperature measured at 9.5 cm above the surface. SVC evois also
plotted
the vegetated
slopes (Figure
4b,d).
Figure
4e,f Figure
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lution
is alsoforplotted
for the vegetated
slopes
(Figure
4b,d).
4e,f showtime
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series at the shallower (−1 cm) and deeper (−43/56 cm) sensors in order to compare daily
time series at the shallower (−1 cm) and deeper (−43/56 cm) sensors in order to compare
variations. They have been obtained using the Locally Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing
daily variations. They have been obtained using the Locally Estimated Scatterplot
(LOESS) [68] with smoothing parameter equal to 0.3.
Smoothing (LOESS) [68] with smoothing parameter equal to 0.3.
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figures
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(e,f) daily average temperature at depth 1 cm and 43/56 cm, respectively. In figures (a–d),maximum
daily air temperatures measured at 9.5 cm above soil surface are plotted by black dots. Time series
minimum and maximum daily air temperatures measured at 9.5 cm above soil surface are
of daily average temperatures plotted in figures (e,f) have been obtained by LOESS local regresplotted by black dots. Time series of daily average temperatures plotted in figures (e,f)
sion with smoothing parameter a = 0.3.
have been obtained by LOESS local regression with smoothing parameter a = 0.3.

Curves evidence a clear superimposition of daily and seasonal variation of temperature at almost all depths. They highlight a decrease with depth of the amplitude of
temperature variations. Daily variations reduce and vanish at −50 cm while seasonal
variations globally decrease (Figure 4e,f). This is consistent with theoretical results on heat
diffusion into a medium with periodic heat input prescribed at its upper boundary.
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Another general aspect concerns the respective effect of orientation and vegetation.
As shown in Figure 4e,f, highest mean daily temperatures have been measured in the
SnV slope, then in the SV, NnV and NV slopes. Maximum daily average temperature
at −1 cm is 15.3 ◦ C and 6.9 ◦ C higher in SnV and SV partitions than in NnV and NV
respectively. Minimum daily temperature is only 1.3 ◦ C higher at SnV slope and 1.5 ◦ C
higher at SV slopes, compared to the North-facing slopes. Similar conclusion about the
effect of vegetation and slope orientation can be drawn in depth, but differences are less
pronounced. It also applies to temperature daily variations shown in Figure 4a–d.
It is interesting to note that the highest differences between South and North slopes
occurs in winter, which evidences the effect of the incidence of solar radiation on slope
temperature. Heat input into the ground is due to the component of solar radiation normal
to the surface. Due to the nonlinearity of the projection, the decrease of solar incidence
angle in autumn and winter results in a higher relative drop of its normal component on
surface experiencing low incidence angle (North). In fact, in the present experiment, the
normal component totally cancels in the North slopes from November to March and heat
inflow by radiation is due only to atmosphere diffraction. The variations of temperature
measured in the North slopes during the winter period evidence the importance to account
for the latter component in the total heat exchange balance.
Curves presented in Figure 4b,d evidence the clear effect of vegetation on ground
temperature: while temperatures range between 0 and 55 ◦ C in SnV and SV slope before
vegetation growth, their variations drop between 4 and 40 ◦ C in SV slope with SVC = 1.
For the North slopes, maximum temperatures decrease from 45 ◦ C in the non-vegetated
partitions to 35 ◦ C in the vegetated one, while minimum temperatures increase from 0 to 3
◦ C. Maximum daily temperatures at 1 cm depth are higher than air temperatures in nonvegetated partitions, while close to or less than them in the vegetated ones. This indicates a
loss of heat input by radiation in the vegetated slopes because of cover protection effect.
On the other hand, minimum daily temperatures in vegetated slopes are above or close to
air temperature, indicating that vegetation also limits outflow of heat during periods of
inversion of the air-soil thermal gradients (mainly during the night). This fact highlights
the additional effect of vegetation to create an insulating thermal layer made of bio matter
and air. Finally, Figure 4e,f evidence the low effect of vegetation on temperature variations
at the seasonal scale.
Figure 5 illustrates the previous conclusions by contrasting the increments of maximum, minimum and daily average temperature in the different partitions. Maximum,
minimum and average temperatures are higher in the South than in the North slopes and
decrease with depth (Figure 5a,b). Maximum temperatures are the most sensitive to slope
orientation. Since it limits solar radiation, the presence of vegetation has a significant effect
on temperatures and lowers the effect of orientation. The presence of vegetation has an
effect on both maximum and minimum temperatures, but does not modify average daily
temperatures (Figure 5c,d). According to the figures, minimum temperatures are higher in
the vegetated slopes than in the bare slopes, while maximum temperatures are lower.
Figure 6 provides an insight into daily heat flux (Figure 6a) and temperature variations
(Figure 6b) during a five days period with and without rainfall. Solar radiation is measured
at 55 cm above the surface and heat flux at 8 cm depth in the slope. Temperatures are
measured above and below the heat flux sensor, at 1 and 11 cm depth. During the selected
period, SVC at SV and NV slopes was 0.75 and 0.90, respectively. By convention, heat flux
is considered positive when entering in the soil.
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facing slopes. The orientation effect is however significantly diminished, when vegetation
is present. Vegetation reduces by 75% the incoming heat flux in South-facing slopes, but
the resulting reduction of evaporation is largely compensated by transpiration. Therefore,
our results suggest that vegetation effect is more important than orientation and maintains
slopes in drier states in absence of rainfall, which enhance soil strength and slope stability.
The effect of vegetation on slope-mass wasting during rainfall events is more controversial. Results from the experiment indicate a quicker saturation in the vegetated layers,
which is in principle more prejudicial for slope stability and mass-wasting in general.
Nevertheless, this effect should be contrasted with others not studied in this work and
often cited in the literature: increase of soil strength by roots, protection against raindrop
impact, sediments trap or decrease of runoff. Other studies have shown that vegetation
can significantly reduce slope runoff and surficial erosion. Thus, the use of vegetation to
prevent soil losses, a correct maintenance of vegetated slopes or reforestation, especially in
areas with sparse or no vegetation, are highly recommended.
Due to the high number of involved variables, more research is needed to better
understand all these slope-vegetation-atmosphere interactions and to promote vegetation
in sustainable engineering designs. Therefore, our next research steps will focus on the
determination of runoff and slope erosion rates comparing both hydrological and thermal
slope response under different orientations and slope covers (bare and vegetated).
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